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Calculating Radial Overflows in a 7Urbin. Stap

by
G.V.aukovAyW

Presented are experimntal data on the testing of gas turbine stages with cylix-

drical boundaries of flow-through part and Dl a 498o A comparison was msade with the

testing calculations using simplified and inverse equations of radial equilibrium.

It was shown, that the divergences between experimental and calculated data are duo

to final phmnomea and the flow through.

Among problem, connected with raising the efficiency of the flow throug part

of modern turbines , the problem of increasing the effectiveness of stages with small

Wi occupies one of the focal Points. It was established that the use of a generally

adopted in industrial practice calculation method, based on the integation ofa sa W1I-

fied equation of rational equilibriUm for the calculation of turbine stages with

mall D/i leads to substantial errorms The effert to increase the efficiency of the

latter stagps leads to the necessity of doing away with the use of simplified formulas

and requires the creation of a move perfect calculation zmodel. It is understoodothat

to ageefor such a change in basic forzalas, which leads to an increase in volaim

of calculation operations, is adviable only for these stape, for which this coupli-

cation will allow to raise the efficiency by ant noticeable value, In this ewaythe path

of developing methods for the calculation of flow diAnsiotmlity should be not only

the faflmlation of necessary calculation formulase but also the indication of bmanda-.

IUes, in which the use of given formulas appears to be suitable. Hwever in one t

the published reports this aspect of the problea has not been suffici.a. tly elucldg"

edo Furthermore, an imjwessien can be gained from examining the Individual reports,
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that their authos do rooeazmd the absndonmeft of using the simplited equatiom of

radial equilibrium when calculating steps with relatively larp D/l. And so, ia V-

port by Ya&A.SLrotkin L-.13 In the role of an exanPea at using the mnthod developed by

the author is given a check calculation of stages with cylindrical boundaries of the

flow through pert and DT /l •.Althcmg it is pcintsa out in the report, that the

use of the Sroposed method Is recou.onded first of all for stages with sharpl expending

flow through section and D/I 2-149 the author emphasizes, that the calculation of

stages, having cylindrical outlines of the flow through part and Ejvew16 should be

-ads not cnry from gap to gap, but also in the zone, occulped by rims, with consideration

of constrainin and radial velocity eomntepeos

To experimntally confirm the latter state==* it was found possible to expand in

necessary direction the investigation Involving the creation- of a faly of gas turbine

stages, carried out at the , upon the initiative of A.ovZavadskly. In the role

of investigation object was used a stage with cylindrical outline of flow throuh

;art (Daver/l.4, 86 ). Detailed experimental data, obtained on this stags were comazr-

es with reasults ct cheek calculations by the simplified as well as by the inverted

equations of radial equilibrium.

41 lzl as I • I T l-1 I
S I -..,- _U< i l

Pig.l.Stage Characteristics Fig.2lnow parimeteos behind uiding
.1", -inernmal efficlency without use of apparatus atA =0 O.1so a-a. -andles at
o&.ut veloicityl noel-internal ef!icisiee flow output in stages b fle 60% of flat

at full utilizatiob at output TeloeoaLI GidXs;, ef -eff1etive angle o1 pvM; b-el
•,+•-1as fro€ outpat velocity on Central el,/olayow-relative i•oentraoe veleelty

ei s u reactioml•0olM liina S-
riinntsdatted-calcu2atiies
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S..... Pi,.2.ecstinua d

BefoIe analysIig the obtained re.sltslit o4jIe os/Glos aver -relative axial pIroJoe-
tion of velocity a I d- el0./013ve.-rela-

Is necessary to briefly discuss the mtW ive radial projection ot veloci•ty al
1-calculated by uquation (M)a 2-e@pebrimit

of planning the tested stap and the atl, a 062; 3-calculated by equation (3)
Solid line-stsa0. dash-dot- annular gsidl

method of processing the experimental mM- fttted-calculatione

aria1.

Th. guiding a&44ratrst of the stage has cylindrical vanes with T•-A40 srofilse

The output edges of the vanes were directed radiallye On the central diameter the

gid pitch/chord profile ratio was 0.717 and the effective angle (&resin ration of

neck to pitch) was a, ae 190401. Zurir the calculatica the angles of flow outom

from the guiding apparatus were considered as fixed (giv•n),whereby their nuesrical

values were accepted in accordance with flew through data of flat gridse On the central

diamter of the working wheel were given relative ýItch of vanes 0.75 and effective

angle d(3 f 25•e20. In this ways the planning of staCes was brought down to calc-

lating the twist of working vanes. It was assued thereat, that the parameters at

flow at the input into the stage and the static pressure behind the working wheel

- constant values with respect to height and pitch. The calculated condition of slaps

was characterized by the given velocity 1oa Co/ct, - 0.676 (where z- ifgAT -

speed of sound over decelerated parameters at in.ut) and by the ratio u/ae n 0496.

Stags Is calculated on the basis of a simplified eq.atIon of radial equilibrim

dp = I

The angles of flow outcome fron the guide aparatus are known, ca•naquezr.

by inteSating Ul) it is possible to obtain a velecity distribution along the beigt

of the inter--rin •• r.cciep-!d). (2,

where 01 av-velocity on central diameterl r a n/i aver - given functione

It in ap;art, that to satisfy sLultesnously equation (1) and condition a a

coast, it is necessary to haw an axial outaome of the flow from the stag (eg02 g),

1T~mmi'M~mlA123



The twist of the output odge of the working vans van aeo so that at an give

radius in the sections in front and In the rear of the wrking wheel the efrrent dea-

uity remained oonatents ol/vI N 02/152

w.themstical processing of section ofailos of the woking vans vas done by

the method introduced by A.I.8borstyiakLs2j

Zxaminations of stages yere made at constant initial air paraneters and constant

eounter pressure, which corresponded with the conditions of calculation* When analyzing

the experimmt the eftfclnoy of the stage is determined by an ordinary nethod, adopted

at the TM=, whereby the loss due to leakage through the radial gap above the wori-

Ine vanes was calculated by formula introduced by Ae;'eZavadovskk-ley¶3 The radial

gap over the working vanes was 1.5 ne which at a 75 =m vane height and mean diasnter

of 365 •c orresponded to 2% of height and 294% of frontal area of the vans The W$;-

.rn efficiency without the use of output velocity reached P a 0o.86, ard at total

utilization of output velocity -a 0.92.

In figl are given dependence graphs CeI 4 a,, zetaot. and ? up= I/OeoSoli*

lines indicate magnitudes of these values, calculated an the basis of expernimntal

data and the dotted lines -calculated values, At such a value T was calculated

asa mean arithmetic value between root and peripheral reactinaq iooe .0.5 (Tp +?k)

and the loss with output velocity on the mean diamter seta a (02/0o).

A detailed investigation of the flow in the gp and behind the stage was made

at two conditions. Results of analyzing the conditionecloee to calculated and cherae-

terized by given velocity Xe a o.U, ratio 1/ a o.0.6 , and Ra nm.boe,

are shown in fige2-5 by solid lines.

The velocities and their WoJeetions are refered to uampitudes of cerespcoding

values on thecentral diamter of thevery sam section. 2he rates of the flo beyond

the guide apparatus (fig2,b and a) were calculated by iscentropie fluotuatis., and

on the working wheel (fig•.3e and e) and behind the stae (fU•gb and e) - vith con-

sideration of loass* Radial velocities afe given Ji freotions at .al velocty an

FTJý-76632/10



man diaa te of correspoadi• g sotion. And so* on fig*,2d Is shown the relative

radial velocity behind the gulde apparatma

where gumo-lengle betwen Iridional and axial velocities which during the melysi at

the experiment is calculated an a ratio Y, tactg zu -- M 0

T71 -Aloft,

i , I I - - -' L: -- 1 I

a5 a• U N 6P

--lI•! I-- _ ,_ .4'lI~l' I1 /

4P~

Fig*e3FaOw parameters in relative move- Fig.o4Flow parameters behind working wheel

Ment at Xa 0.513; u/c 0 a 0.63.5 at ý, a 0.51L3j u/eouo.63,5
V. • , l/V aver-relStive velocity at a-"2 - angle of floe outpat; b-0 2i et/

t.atinto working wheelib -(3,- angle at %,aver - relative ciree erential pro-
input into workingwheel ; 2-bdan. angle of Jection of velocity e2; 0- a o2"/e2
p~rfile; @.W2 - v2/v2 aver-relative velo- Aver- relative axial pwojectln ov veLociWv.
city at output from working wheel ; 1-cal d- e• - relative radial wojection at
culation by equation (1); 3-calculation by velocity* 1-calculated by equation (1)$
equation (3); d- •-anle of flow at output Jeoalculated by equation (3)
froa working whea.

where bs, - axial width of guide apparatus; 511 and 610 - sectional beight of flow

through section in front and behind the guide apparatus, through which Identical amounts

of flow pass.

The relative radial velocity behind the working wheel % (fig.,4d) was calm-

lated in an auslogous meaftn.

fte I•s coefficient in the guide. aPratum sets (fiLge) Is deotermine by toe-

where M L f (p 1 ) - fictitisus velocity corresponding to relative -total Pressure

in inter-rim spe



When processing e.;,erimantal data the loss coefficient to t working wheel saet wow*

(fig.5.d) is determine:- as follower

In this forzula the rho values of the reactivity desee (fig*.9a) of the coeffi-

cient~i, Q/Z C OO, cOrn -4 coom.,) tig*5,b) and values of energr loss

coefficients ze;aoutp and zetan (fig59ec and a) - values, found on the corresponding

radius in accordance with experimental dat*e

In addition to the basic test progrem,measurements were also mede on the guide

apparatus vith working wheel removed. The chamber, formi~ng in place of the removed

wheel, was covered with a special ring. On the mean diameter behind the annu arid

is established the pressure dropecqual to the drop on the mean diameter at the guide

apparatus when testing the stages. Reaults of these measurements are given in fig.2,a

b and ac nd d by dash-dot lines. It is evident from the drawings that the mentioned

differential equality on the mean diameter is insmfficient to assure Identical pars-

meters over the entire height of the inter-rim gapp This indicateo, that the perfor-

mance of the annular grid guide without turbine wheel is not always equivalent to

performance of the guide apparatus in stage cooditions. It is apparent, that to lp.

the results of blowing through the annular guide of the grid direct], in the calculau-

tion of stages, it is necessiry behind the annular grid to assure such pressure dis-

tribution, which would correzpond to reaction distribution along the height of staps.

In addition to ezperimtal. date in fig/2-.5 are plotted valuesewhich were obtae

through calculation. Soo spot calculations w•re made. The first one was made on the basis

of a simplified equation of radial equilibrium (1),whereby the condition of the woak

was fixed by experimentally established parameters of deceleration at the inp4t •nto

the stage poe. TV given velocity = the man diameter in the inter-rim gapl

S(ji avaer) and ratio u/e, It is evident, that the use of equation (0) in the 61Ves

case has no strict wnthemtical foundation. The fact Lig equation (1) Is %lMU for

1r)TPwTM3EmBA*2



cylindrical flow. The angles of flow cut ,

put from the guide apEza~tUs. oA thie basis

of which by for--,la C2) was calculated the

velocity distibution in inter-rim space, '4, .

are due to the geometry of the Cgd deapar• • o v u u . c'vp, Lu,.w

tun selected by us andq as shown by ca-

culation and experimat (figo2ed) thq did
FiCee5oeactionge:ficiency and losses in

not provide flow eylindriA.ty in the ;ta,-e at =, 0.543; u/co a 0e615a-rho-redcticn; b-72 " -internal relative

inter-rim gap* The use of equation (1) a b OL

efficiency -. ithout uso of output vylocity;

ordinarily ar,-z.ted by the factthat c- zetaout•=- (c2/co) 2 -loss with output voe-
locity; d-wzeta%. w.-loss on working wheel;

the magnitude of radial velocity is loe a- =etan-loss in Cuidc a;paratus. dotted
line-caculated values.

But equation of radial eqUilibrium inclu-

des not only the radial velocity, but its derivative, •hich in 1moan instances my

appear to be cowpatible with c 2 /r. For the given stage the msad:um calculated'value

dcr/dt in inter-rim gap r,. ached 7% of 9-ie

The second calculation v. a made on infinitely t'lu= vanes with consideration of

radial velocity components in gap and behind the stage* The c.lculation method was

developed at the TSMI by ;.Z.eThukovs•kd and .AP.Thrabrine The workdnC condition of

the stage vas given in accordance vith experimentally determined deceleration pare.-

meters at the in;ut into the stage po*e Toe, perimeters of air delivery G and the rpm

dp (I dc" I(t Ac. or,
77:W vS ug 7i" j -1 vj~C v r-Crj (3)

The calculation was made by the method of subsequent a;p;rozltions. In the first

aproximatliow current surfaces were made cylindIcal,and the distribution at

velocities in the gap was adopted by eqatimon (2)e The adal. velocity on the man dia-

meter behind the guide a,.r4atua, which in given case played the role of an integra-

tion constant, was taken from experimental rerults. Leakage through the radial Vp

3?Dj.-T664MAM2/ T



above the wordng vanes was calculated by the o,•Z-.vadovnT•7 fom=la, and the purl-

bheral current line was r-ido with considerat ion of overla ;,ingo 'n aspeemeat

number of so lutions has been attained after calculati:.- three a. ,roxi~mtionse ?or the

inter-ri Epp the velocities of third a;proodnation in relative values 3t a scale fig.2,b

and c. have practically coincided with the c3lclzlations accordi C to equations (1) and

(2). C:. the other hand, it is evident on fic.29 that the differnce between calculated

1 experizrantal values o . the end sections, reached noticeable values. On the center

-Drt of the vaae were =easured the maCnitude3 of angles (fiCo2,a) :ind losses (fig.5,d)

.4nich coincide with values obt3ined for flat C'ids of corres.onding itch. 7he slope

of curves of annles ýnd total prL.sures alon- the peripheral section ia due to second-

ary final flows. A siuilar piczure is usunlly found when directine the flow against

flat as well as a•nular grids. Me flow characteristics near the root diameter are

also due to secondary, final phenomena, but, as is evident fr= fig*2oa,the nature

of the root secondary flow is different from the one which take- place on the periphery.

The mentioned chart of angle and loss distribution along the height of inter-

rim gap appears to be typical for turbine stages. The fact is, analogus experimental

data have been obtained by many autho s, particularly V.G.r7ysbkin'-•.41 and Kh.L.

Babenkor.5J

Structural characteristics of a flowpassing throuCh an annular guide gdr4,have

been investigated by many researchers. It is shown in the calculation by l..Ye.LeIT

na azd P.A.Rasanenko1.63 that behind the annular grid, the goemetry of which is close

to the one adopted in our investigation, the radial overflows should be directed

toward the root, have a maxs m- near the mean diameter and in the zone of sabsonic

velocities decr-. se with the rise in 14.,mznber. These uthematical 4eliberations have

been fully confirmed during the experiment (fig.2,d),in spite of the fact that in the

given case the radial velocities .were small C not move than 4% ot axial velocity on

the mean diameter)e

ITD-T'D-63-81/1428



In flgo3 and 4 are chown the flow pernetera in relative movemcnt in the working

wheel and in absolute woveAent behind the stage, On the drawings are presented viluea

which are usually in operation when calculating flow through part, and that is why

the Craphs require bo special exlanstionse In view of the li.ited volume of the given

rekort it is difficult to give here a description of the calculation order of the Val-

ues listed in fig.3 and 4,nct to give a detailed analysis of individual paphSe It mast

be underlined that# as is evident from figs3 and 4, the difference between calculation

by simplified (1) and inverted (3) equations is small in comparison with the diversen-

cee between calculated and e:xperitaental values on the root are. peripheral sections of

the working vane* It can be said, that these dive "Cences on the workin: whcel are rela-

tively larger, than on correcpondinC radii of root and peri;horal sections of inter-

rima gapln addition to the above mentioned final (terminal) flows, the cause of the

mentioned divergences appears to be the fact that the distribution of parameters on

the working wheel and behii stage produces a considerable eff-ct of the flow through

through the radial gap and a cloging of the passing section on account of bodies of

working vanes* Calculation of the narrowing[L-lJ shows, that in coaparison with cum

3 in fige4.d, on the root section will take place additional current line deviationa

in direction toward the busbing, and on the peripheral section - toward the body of

the turbine.

Conparisons showedethat both calculations - the first one by the simplified (1)

and the second by the developed (3) equation of radial equilibrium give close results

oseTin the case under consideration calculation of additional members in equation of

radial equilibrium has not helped to eliminate diverCenees between distribution in height

of calculated and experimental flow parameteras This is due to the fact that, first

of all, radial velocities in tested stage are not too high and, on the other band,

both calculations were based on one and the same initial data on the distribution at

output angles and losses alone the height of the •drie

JTD.?Zi.63a81/22 9



It is concluded on the basis of above made tatements that fo the riovn stao the

deficiencies of ordinary :lculation schemes lie not only in the incomletenoes of

eqation (1) as ccznPreJ with equation (3), but in a much higher degoe in the absence

of a proper calculaticn of the effect of secondary end flows, and of the flow through

through the radial gap over the working vanese

i.anry investigations have been devoted to the analysis of mentioned ;hencoeat

e~gg*117 and C but a s•fficiently perfect reply, asitable for ;lant calculations

has not been obtained until now. iutting aside the question on whether thý practical

calculations should include secondary flows for stages with quite length, vanes, it

can be said, that for stages, si"ilar to the one exxained in thts inve-tiC-tion (iee

with cylindrical bounda•ies of flow through section and D aver/l 4 4.8), the compli-

c3tion of the spatial flow calculation is not justified. It is understood 9 that the

conclusion =adc doer in way reuce the actuality of Aurther developing the zethod of

calculatin;g spatial flow in a turbine staGe with lower D/l and noncylindrical outlines

of the flow through section. Further research has to be or~nized so that to determine the

bcu:da.-y it is Ldvisable to use these or other calculation schems for turbine stagese

Conclusions

Testiag cf stagus, ;lanned on the basis of a simplified equation of ralial equl-

librium, hlave shown fine confor-ity between ex;ýeri•ental and calculated relative para-

reters. Mhe difference between experiment and calculation rc:aches a noticeable mea-

tude aloag end sections and is due to secondary, end flows, and on the working wheel,

in addition, to the flow-through through the radial gap over the woking vanese

For stages, the geomtr7 of which is closed to the ginsctry of the investigpted

stage, it is inadvisable to coMlicate tho calculation by solviun the developed e'ua-

tion of radial equilibriume

Distr'bution in height of flow •hrou. h section of flow parameters ihen work-nc wheel

is removed differs from the dintributicnobtained in inter-rlm Lap when teting staegs
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:.ensuring A-'essure Pulsations and Dynamic Stresses on Rlotating Vanes

of arn Axial Ccnressce

by
0. SoSCr.qlovieh

Described are studies of pressure pWlsations an.. the dynamic stresses of axial

co...pressor vbnes caused by them. The investiptions were conducted by-the tensCMtric

s&ualiar. methodo The c€•idition at w-hich the Pheriu on of rottting flow separation

takes place, was in'.stistede

The phencemaon of rotatine separation, which aft S nates in stages of an axial

c,_-..wessor at a reduction of gas consumption to below a certain mini-mn •oint, Is well

!:wn at ;resent time There is a considerable number of experiental reports, in which

.the seneral laws of this phe.-menon are describede The i-;otcow Mmereeties Institute

conducted investimtions on special sin~le-and multi-staue coqiressa models, and an

natural machines, which have been caminal on the LM stand and on an operating po

turbine installation of the Shatsk electric power station. A pert of these iuvestigations

was conducted in cooperation with the UJZ[.-31 .

In the given report are described new Investittiona, devoted to maesuting

pressure pulsations and dynamdc stresses caused by theme

7he investigations were carried out on a two-stage axAal cuoresasor with vanbg

K-J9used in e•pressor O-22 UI.

The geomtrieal paeaters of the flow through part of this cansreao are givm

in table I.

In addition to the comventionsl mesrin- aperatua with which the cacesuso

I equipped for the purpose of deterzainin charactiisties, were also applied Low-

FTD-TT2-63 AAA ~ 22



inertia raasuriing devices, used for s•tUdTfJng Zo=ttlaonary phonenDmna

:.ms of velues Guide .Wkr Guide "'.Wking RectifYin.
a'aW wheel apar wheel 8e;aratuo

Outer 46iaue*4V
Qatao jr J 6 J00 9%4

dilatel cuth" ./ 4 •'/9 0 1.•f7 __1 e__2_"7

Heiaht of vanes l,9MM 161 ZI Ak
Chord of vafns.
(dad _) b...o . Jo O.__ jo __W._.5

8elei2L, height c

;,umber of vanes zoo /0
fitch of vanes

Relative_ pitch~ t/ .. /9 '"e

Angle of vane set eg"
ting ('gdavhr)Ci y '________

R3dial EPp ~, rk.____ ________

Rlelative radial

To measure pulsations of total pressure and static pressure law-inertia tensoetrio

probes, developed at the IM' aoscow Energetics Iasts we usede

A description of the construction of these probes and their investliations Is gi-

van in~S.in this report~in contrast to[a43) were used probes with equilibrating

chamber Cfigel)o which appear to be universal and can be used in a flow with low* as

well as hL& static pressure. The receiving chamber of such a probe has mini4 di•m-

sionsePmOJthe other side the inmbranh Is mede a capacious chamber, into which air

can penetrate through the choke tube (throttle tube). The v lume of the ebsuber and

the resistance of the throttle tube are figured in much a ways that when measuuin

the pulsating pressure the variale pressure coaponext behind the membrana constitutes

3y several percentaps -of the variable camponent In front of the membranes, Constaat

pressure cmponeots are equilibrated, and tV t is why the membrane can be uede thing

&ad the 1probe seonsitive. The dimensionhof the cha;.ber and throttle tube are ioll

otherwise tw membran could suffer rupture during pressure surges.

ITDTT1'6341IM /2233



The probe represents a rigid and sufficiently durable constrpstian. All basic omponent*

are oade of stainless steels the membrane of Permalloy.The feeler, glued to membrane

with BY-2 glue, is mado of Constantlan vire with a diameter of 0.03 ma and It has a

spixal foa'r resistance of feeler I0-250 ohm* The qualities at the probe allow to use

sam not only in lab conditionas but also urder natural conditions during stand and

st tion testings of machines. These probes were used in testing natural OT-12-3 compessors

In these investigations were fixed and

measured the pulsating pessures on ro-

tating comnressor vanes (and as is known

to us, for the first time). In working vanes _

with mximAm thickness of 2 cwvere rde

chambers, in which were situated membranes

with tensomstric probes (fig.2,b), The

chambers were covered with lids having

drainage openings with a diecmter of 0.8 [

.0 The arrangement of feelers on the work-

in vanes is shown In fige2gaJoeeding the

siSual into amplifying and recording appa-

retus is realized thregh a mercury cut-

rent strippers Figal.Tenscmetric probe for full pressure
with balanced membrane

To measure stresses in vanes of a work-

ing wheel and guide apparatus tensosetric feelers were glued to tim vanes*2he lead

out of the signal from rotating vanes is also realized throu&h a mercury current

strippeio

The described appwartus gve the possibility of studying unstable aerodymaudo

pheamem and dynando stresae in the tanes caused by them.

We shall discuss the experimental reonltso

Zn figs3 is plotted the ordinary cbaraectu otic (cumve 1) of the ceOMeOSS in
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coordGinates

whze e .- azial velocity at input into the firsi guide a;iarstusl u- circuferontial

velocity on outer diameterl &p - total increased pressure in coai~essor j g density

of air at inputt.

7ha charactcristic curve has three branche-9. ;;or.nul operations branch situated In

zone (f > 0.4. When V drops- to 0.4 and below in the cznpressor sts aes appears a rota-

ting separation and the pressure coefficient * drops (second branch).,The third branch

c€rresjcnds to a rise in the !pcoe fficient from 0 toy = 0.45. It is evident from

ficese. tVat a hysteresis ;henoenon ortC•inatesa departure of grids from the separation

takes place at smaller angles of atack,than the input into the stripping condition

of flwe ivesence of rotatine separation (break-away)

is confir'.4 by direct measurements with

1AAV I the aid of tensometric probes. In fig*4

,f_ i s is given an oecillosran recording the total

1 '~ Iprezsure behind the second working wheel with
61 the aid of two lw-inertia probes. Thase

displacement of two ptvoesses indicates ro-

.L. pit tation of the separation, because the probes

are situated in the plane of the wheel at

No!a certain agle relative to each Otheee The

) r:te of the rotatine seperation appears to be

a stable value and is praetieally independent

FigJ.• a-arrangment of teasomtrie feel .
ers on working vanes of second stage of ' This is confiri by asureat we-
cc€nessorl b- arrangement of Mmbrane suits, shown in fA•g,, where along the axis
with feelea.c-membrane with feeler

of the crdinates is plotted the rate of ro-

tation of thm break-away zone relative to the stationary observer in fractions of

circuaterential speed of the vanes
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In some workkiz conditions are observed t:.o stably rotating zones, and in this

case their rate of dis;.laccaent relative to the uationary cbaerver I reduced soe

what.
i easurements showes, that separation originated L•:mediately over the entire height

of the vanes and ewbraced all aerodyn•iic grids. The relative area of the separation

zone e is in approximate linear dependence uron tf (fie.6),which is observed in all

experiments in rotsting separation.

We want to point out that rotatinC separation originated iaediately during flow

separation in the workin- grid, ioee the appearance of stable stationary (in relative

movement) siiultaneous separation on all vanes , was not observed, These results were

obtained during the processing of filmson which were records. the •c•scure pulsations

on the working vanes@ At normal nonseparating ork:ing conditions tho preawure julsa.

tion on the vane is mry low in coLAprison with prcssure pulsaticn,,pear•ing during

separation. We wi.1 amnlyze the oscillograms jiertainian to these investigationsa,

Oscillogam a of that series (fige7)• pertains to the zone of normal compressor

operation (1 • 0.398; 0.485), and conzequently the indications of the ;reusure

probe recorded in form of weak ;,ulsation, indicating, that the flow around the grid

is stable* Oscillograms b and c pertain to the second work zone (' a 0.Qn2;* Oe56

and a 0.2e2; • 0.41). The curve of pressure feeler indications appears to be

periodic and consists of sections of straight lines, alternating with zones of strong

pressure pulsationa. It is apparent, that wherever the feeler regicters conatent

pressure, the working grid is in nonseperable oonditlo., and wherever pulsation does

a&Nev, it goes into separation.

bmmniAng the following oscillocrams all the way up to oscilloeram do correspon-

ding to total discontinuation of cnsu•ptioU (i a 0). it can be ascertained, that

the zone of separation encongasses the entiveworking grid; the feeler records large

C In fieo7 and 8# upper curves-recording of dynsmle stresS"; central curves - reece-

ding of pressure puLsation on the profile, lower curves - recoriincs of time (53)0 e),
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pressure sensing elements were calibrated by
1Pi9Go~o~z=ry characteristics
I-¢•aracteristic of acmpeassoy-li static pressure. In the assembled circuit of
2-tdiensionless dynane stresses in guide

vanies W"dyv/ max a f7(5); I-dizensionleatenswetric amplifier brides parallel to tin

atcurve of stac ressure pulsation on. rote sensng element is raected a r oup of
tin• varies; t-demeeionless dynaroe stpte
sea .in working vanes• /1x - f( resisters, on whimch a rtsiscne c-e0 kobum

5-di-ensicnle-is static stresses n woking was selected. By, chngne thi ehb.rtino

- Presistaceo the bridge is debalanod equal

to the unbalancorm the ac be at r deite p srersure drop on the ment raser In thes

wla it ii possible to accurate establisah the drop on the membrane of the senirt

element of pttobe* Tres relationhip Is poeserved for e seinsitevity ant for az of-

gsterin g apprafts, sA'Wng the experimentation is possible, by hau the shunt rse-

sistanco into a calibm ti va lu.uo to obtain t jump in recordina probe intdeatoens

toich allbol to dcfode the pressura padtein implieude recording ih vzwheane nppeti.

As result of ansl g to oalue t cbse-vatoons ws obtained a dipcndenp e of piessdc ti
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pulatonlspjatvariOus wkit,7cor,10Uac of the comweascw.

a)
CS

EFi7i.6eDeen~ence of relative area of sepa.

r.-tion zone * upon coefficient of cons•'-
tioxf

In fice3 is given the obtained in such way6)
- curve of static pweszcure pulsation level an

the profile of the vans, Along the axis of

the ordinates is plotted the dimensionless

v) alue 4p - 24 p/ l2y W1 e 9 *4 ressure pulse-

Fie.7,0scillograms of dyna.ic stresses
in wrking vanes and ressure palsations tion bp taken in fractione of kinetic enerq
in them, a-normal work zone; m 0.398;

a 0/485; b anc a- separation work zones of flow in relative movement when entering
rO.372;tK 0.456;f Oa .M8;jrm

.41; d-work zone at zero consumption;1-:0. the working grid at maximum pessuroe

Upon the appearance of a rotatine. separation the level of pulsations rises by

leaps and bounds. The pressure surges C p at rcteking separation constitute aeppozi

nately 22% of the kinetic input enerywhich causes a sharp rise in dynamic stresses

in the vanes. PNessure pulsations taken frcm oscillograms (fig.7 and 8),

During the experiments were measured the dynamic stresses in working an guide

vanes, and the corresponding static pessures as well,

In fig*3 are shown curves 2 and 4 of mazimM in given case dynamic stresses In work.

king and guide vanesjrefe5Ved to corresponding static stresses at maxiunm pressure 'at

the stage* Upon the appearance of rotating separation the dynamic stresses is the

vans•, oscillating with natural frequency, constitute approximuteol 30- of

T T. ..63-....



corresponding maxiuim static ;ressxweg.

3LSltan1fAa recording of dynamic stresses and pressure pulsation" an the working

vanes (figs7) allow:; to study the Interesting phenomena*

Am in evident fror. the oscillograms in a majority of compressor vorking conitioa

the periodicity of stress rise in the vanes is equal to the period of rotating separa-

tion; but in some working conditions there is no such conformity and stresses of

* flutter nature are predo..4nant. this pertains espccially to guide vanes (figeB) which

is apparent, and exp~lained by their perforzznce in separation m•diae The rotatlng zoMt

, has in its bebgisud during the moverm-t relative to a stationary observer a maxi-

mu pressure _Yxlsation amplitude; at the end of passing the zone of separation the

amplitude of presrure pullations dxcre.seSe Zince rotor vanes catch up with the z~ne

of rotating separation (relative to stationary observer),which revolves at a rate,lessez,

than the rotor, pressure pulsation are increasing, which is evident on the osciflo-

rams fig.7. In the guide vanes - phenomenon ir in reverses there is a decrease in

pulsation in rato to passing the se;.ration zone. This is also evident from the 8ecil-

lozram fig*8. In working vanes is observed first a flash-up of stresses at the input

into the separation zone, after which the stresses drop, in spite of the fact ,that

the pressure pulsation amplitude at the output from the separation zone rises in ecm-

parison with the entry into it. This phernoenon is e::plained by the fact, that the work.

ing vane having fallen into the zone of rotati!ng separtics

receives an excitation pulse. During this very same .eriodeconsisting of the

rotrting zone and nermll work fragmwt, the vane calms down (stress amnlitude decreases

fig.8ebe

The period of stress risilng and fallirn is equal to the period of rotating sep.1-

tic• 2.articularly clearlyr visible are the atress trop and rise .periods where

rotating seaaration has the least relative length, in the point, where the zones of

rotating se,•ration have a diffused nature, the creillercms of dynasc ztresses .ave

clear period eithebr
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About static streuses in working vanes end the nature of their change o.t-Won can

be made from oscillo6•ara and ;lotted resultant curve 5 in fig.,e

The exerimental curve of static stresses has a w rres;ond. La to

maxi=m prenesure of the compressor, and it drops with the decraese in deliver (cons"-_

tion). Mhe static stesses curve does not pass throuCh the beginnina of coordinates,

bccau:o tLb vorkinG ý.anes have a certain hca;ing in t.c plane of rotation and that

iz .::" we have i, ccnstant cccnent of static stresase.

Static z:re- sea were taken Coin with repeated checking of th8e balancing of the

ten:.ietric apparatus when passinC characteri-tic w rk coaditions.

The basic characte.-btics were repeated

and connected with each other scvtal tite" |

res, so as to gain the lossi*ility of ascer- 7) • L

taining that the balancing i.d indication -

correctness of tha recodina instru.w.et are

preserved. •he Lagnitude of the stresses Di
FiG.8o.scilloarsms of dynamic ctresses in

w'as evaluated by the calibration Xulse guide vanes and ljresmuro puloations on them,

of the meaesuring tensometric aJ;,aratus.
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